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Continuous cell sorting in a flow based on single
cell resonance Raman spectra†
David McIlvenna,a Wei E. Huang,b Paul Davison,c Andrew Glidle,a Jon Coopera and
Huabing Yin*a
Single cell Raman spectroscopy measures a spectral fingerprint of the biochemistry of cells, and provides a
powerful method for label-free detection of living cells without the involvement of a chemical labelling
strategy. However, as the intrinsic Raman signals of cells are inherently weak, there is a significant challenge
in discriminating and isolating cells in a flowing stream. Here we report an integrated Raman-microfluidic
system for continuous sorting of a stream of cyanobacteria, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. These
carotenoid-containing microorganisms provide an elegant model system enabling us to determine the
sorting accuracy using the subtly different resonance Raman spectra of microorganism cultured in a 12C or
13C carbon source. Central to the implementation of continuous flow sorting is the use of “pressure di-
viders” that eliminate fluctuations in flow in the detection region. This has enabled us to stabilise the flow
profile sufficiently to allow automated operation with synchronisation of Raman acquisition, real-time clas-
sification and sorting at flow rates of ca. <100 μm s−1, without the need to “trap” the cells. We demonstrate
the flexibility of this approach in sorting mixed cell populations with the ability to achieve 96.3% purity of
the selected cells at a speed of 0.5 Hz.
Introduction
Recently, the importance of individual heterogeneity in
populations has become increasingly recognised in under-
standing cell behaviour and signalling in both health and pa-
thology. This has led to the rapid development of single cell
technologies,1–4 including a range of methods for cell separa-
tion and sorting. Despite fluorescence activated sorting domi-
nating current methods,5 the desire to simplify analytical
workflows and not to interfere with the “natural” cell state
makes label-free sorting strategies extremely attractive.6 To
date, the majority of label-free sorting methods have exploited
differences in the physical properties of cells.6–8
Single cell Raman spectroscopy (SCRS) effectively mea-
sures the biochemical profile of all Raman active components
in an individual cell, enabling quantitative and multiplexed
studies of cellular functionality without extrinsic and external
labelling processes.9–11 These advantages have been illus-
trated in many applications, with examples including cell
phenotype identification (e.g. microbes and tumour
cells12–14), monitoring cell differentiation and cell physiologi-
cal states,15–17 evaluation of biomass stoichiometry of single
cells18 and in vivo interrogation of cellular composition.19
Furthermore, combining SCRS with stable isotope probing,
enables cell metabolic activity and functions to be
correlated,12,20–22 allowing the enrichment of a cell popula-
tion in a label-free and non-destructive manner, that does
not alter cell metabolism or state.23
In a similar way to fluorescence activated cell sorting, Ra-
man activated cell sorting (RACS) can be implemented in sin-
gle cell, chip based systems, although its implementation in a
continuous flow system is hampered by the long acquisition
times required for inherently weak Raman signals.1 Conse-
quently the majority of techniques for acquiring single cell
Raman spectra involve immobilisation of cells, e.g. by trap-
ping in solution.24,25 The problem is illustrated by the recent
approach of using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
probes,26 which although increasing the Raman intensity by
around an order of magnitude, itself involves the addition of
extra manipulative steps in the workflow.27,28 Other recent
approaches including optimisation of optical modules29 and
the use of resonance Raman (RR) of active cellular composi-
tions30 have enabled the acquisition of reproducible, intrinsic
Raman spectra of cells in around 100 ms29 or even at 1 ms,31
greatly enhancing the feasibility of flow based RACS in
the future.
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To date, all the reported RACS systems are based on
“trap-and-release” methods.32 Among reported RACS sys-
tems, and despite their weak trapping-forces and low
throughput (only a few cells per minute33), optical tweezers
have been the most commonly used method to maintain
the cell in position during measurement.24,33–37 Here,
photo-damage is highly possible when laser tweezers of visi-
ble wavelengths are used.38–40 Recently, work in low conduc-
tivity, non-physiological buffers, has shown that the trap-
ping capability of dielectrophoresis in relatively high flow
rates (4 mm s−1) has led to an overall improvement of the
throughput of RACS.41 However, using these buffers can lead
to concerns surrounding cell viability.25,42,43
Here we demonstrate “trap-free” RACS in a flow that al-
lows continuous and automated sorting of individual micro-
bial cells, based on their intrinsic single cell resonance
Raman spectra. Key to the development is the on-chip inte-
gration of novel microfluidic pressure dividers to eliminate
local pressure fluctuations to provide a stable flow field in
the detection region. As a result, a mechanical switching sys-
tem can be used in low flow rates. A notable feature of
employing mechanical actuation is that it does not impose
any additional constraints on the physical properties of cells
and medium, making it a generic platform for a broad range
of applications.
In developing this platform, we have made use of signals
from carotenoids, one of the most structurally diverse pig-
ments found in bacteria.44 These pigments have strong, char-
acteristic, resonance Raman signals.30 Present in nearly all
photosynthetic cells, they have been used as intrinsic bio-
marker to indicate cells' physiological function.31,45 The capa-
bility of sorting carotenoid-containing cells based on a spe-
cific function, such as CO2 fixation, will provide an
invaluable tool for environmental science such as studies of
ocean acidification. Using the strain of photosynthetic bacte-
rium, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 as a model, we demon-
strated the capability of the pressure divider RACS system for
the automated isolation of individual bacterial cells based on
small Raman shifts linked to CO2 fixation function (at a
sorting frequency of ∼0.5 Hz and an achieved purity of 96%
target cells in the collection fraction).
Experimental section
Cell culture and preparation
BG-11 medium was prepared using BG-11 solution (Sigma-Al-
drich, UK) diluted 50 times with sterilised deionised (DI) wa-
ter (0.2 μm filtration). The pH of BG-11 medium was adjusted
to 7.1 by adding NaOH. Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 cells were
cultured for 4 days in a light incubator (30 °C temperature,
30 μmol m−2 s−1 light intensity and 150 rpm shaking) in BG-
11 media containing 5 mM of either 12C or 13C-labelled so-
dium bicarbonate (Sigma Aldrich, UK) as the sole carbon
source, giving rise to 12C or 13C-containing cells. Cell growth
was monitored by measuring optical density (OD) at 730 nm
in a microplate reader (Biotek Synergy HT, Biotek, UK). Mix-
tures of different ratios of 12C to 13C Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
cultures were then prepared by mixing different volumes of
12C to 13C Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 taking into account dif-
ferent cell concentration obtained from the OD730 readings.
Raman signal acquisition
Raman signals were obtained using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon
HR800 UV Raman spectrometer fitted with a Horiba Jobin-
Yvon Synapse CCD. The system used a Quantum Laser Torus
532 nm laser with an air corrected Leica 50×/0.55NA objective
and 1 mm spectrometer entrance pinhole. When measure-
ments were made through a 1 mm thick quartz substrate,
this resulted in an effective size of the detection area of
around 14 μm diameter (determined by mapping features of
known sizes) and approximately 5 mW intensity at the sam-
ple. A 600 g per inch grating was used and centred around
1300 cm−1. Labspec 5 software was used in all cases to set up
the Raman spectrometer. However, Raman signals were di-
rectly readout from the CCD using a custom Labview VI (Na-
tional Instruments Corp., UK) programme that was developed
to synchronise the operation of the CCD and the pressure
control system (MFCS-1000, Fluigent, Villejuif, France).
Microfluidic device manufacture
A mould for the devices was manufactured using standard
lithography techniques with Microchem SU8-2005 resist. After
treatment of the mould with trichloroĲ1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-
octyl)silane in a desiccator under vacuum, Sylgard 184 PDMS
mixed in a ratio of 5 : 1 elastomer to curing agent was poured
onto it, then cured in an oven. The cured device was peeled
from the mould, connection holes punched, then bonded to a
glass microscope slide following treatment in oxygen plasma.
Device and flow characterization
FS04F 1 μm diameter envy green fluorescent polystyrene
beads (Bangs Laboratories, Inc., Indiana, USA) were used to
characterise flow. Optical images and videos were acquired
using an inverted Olympus lX71 microscope (Olympus, Ham-
burg, Germany) and Andor CCD (Andor Technology Ltd.,
Belfast, UK). Image J was used to process Optical images. To
measure the speed that beads were moving in the devices,
videos were taken with a fixed exposure time of 0.2 s for
each frame. These were then converted into a series of indi-
vidual frames and the lengths of the bright light streaks,
caused by the movement of the beads during the exposure,
were measured.
Results and discussions
The pressure divider concept
The capability to precisely manipulate cells in a continuous
flow is central to any method for effective and efficient cell
sorting. At the microscale, a characteristic of pressure driven
flow is that there is often instability whether this be caused
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by pressure fluctuations, valve actuations, or environmental
vibrations. These effects become prominent in low flow rate
regimes, as is required for continuous RACS (e.g. <500 μm s−1)
(see Fig. S1†). To address these challenges, we have devel-
oped a novel approach that integrates “microfluidic pressure
dividers” on chip to protect regional flow stability.
The concept of a pressure divider was inspired by the volt-
age control resistor networks used in electronics (where
‘pressure’ is analogous to ‘voltage’ and ‘hydrodynamic resis-
tance’ replaces ‘electrical resistance’). As illustrated in
Fig. 1A, when a large resistance (e.g. Radd) is in series with a
small resistance (e.g. Rd), any variation in the pressure ap-
plied across both (e.g. ε) is distributed across each individual
resistance in proportion to its size. As a consequence, pres-
sure fluctuations in a region of interest (e.g. εd for the detec-
tion region) are minimised (i.e. εd ∼ 0 when Radd ≫ Rd; in
contrast, εd = ε when Radd = 0). In low flow rate regimes the
pressure drop across the detection region (ΔPd) is often close
to or less than the pressure fluctuations intrinsic to the com-
monly available pressure pumps (i.e. ΔPd ≤ ε). By making
Radd ≫ Rd, undisturbed delivery of samples to the detection
point can be achieved regardless of pressure variations else-
where in the system such that pressure-switching mechanism
becomes feasible.
Microfluidic device and flow characterization
In addition to the pressure divider concept above, hydrody-
namic focusing was used to focus cells to the detection point,
and subsequently for sorting. A schematic of a prototype,
Fig. 1B shows three regions, namely sample and buffer chan-
nels, a detection channel, and two sorting channels (leading
to either waste or collection outlets). Within the detection
channel, the sample stream is focused on the x–y plane by
Fig. 1 (A) The concept of a pressure divider. (B) The outline of a prototype device and an optical image of the microfluidic channels in the vicinity
of the detection chamber. The red circle in the detection channel indicates the location of the focussed laser spot. (C) The schematic of the
resistor model used to design the microfluidic device.
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the buffer flows. Since microfluidic channels are of tens of
hundreds of microns, laminar flow dominates (Reynolds
number ≪ 1). The microfluidic system can be designed
based upon an electronic circuit, Fig. 1C, in which, for a rect-
angular channel with a height : width ratio of less than 0.7,
the fluidic resistance R across it can be described in eqn (1)
(Table 1).46 Using Ohm's law and Kirchhoff's current law to
describe flow balances,47 the pressure at each junction can
be derived, allowing simulation of operational conditions
(Table 1).
Using these principles, the system was designed so that a
Raman signal integration time of 100 ms could be
employed;23,29,48,49 this dictated that the velocity in the detec-
tion chamber should be ∼100 μm s−1 for an effective detec-
tion area of around 14 μm diameter (as detailed in Experi-
mental section). In pressure-driven flow, the influence of the
Poiseuille effect on sample focusing and actual sample veloc-
ity has to be considered. By modelling the flow profiles in the
channel of a candidate design, the position of a sample cell
in the flow stream can be estimated (ESI† Fig. S2). These sim-
ulations show that for the channels with the ratio of height :
width <0.7, the average velocity is close to 50% of the maxi-
mum velocity in the centre of the channel. Based on these
and similar simulations, a series of devices were designed, an
example of which has dimensions shown in Table 2.
Although low flow rates in the detection region are neces-
sary for long Raman acquisition, it is preferable for the flow
in areas outside the detection region to be faster (e.g. to re-
duce sample sedimentation). This can be achieved by simply
varying the geometrical cross sections of the channels. To
evaluate the performance of devices in controlling sample po-
sition and to measure the velocity in the detection region, 1
μm sized fluorescence beads were used. In the x–y plane, in-
dividual beads were well focused and confined to a 1–2 μm
wide region in the centre of the detection channel, as illus-
trated in Fig. S3A and B† (indicated by the arrow). In Fig.
S3C† the speeds of individual beads in the detection channel
are plotted for different inlet/outlet pressure differentials.
Stable bead speeds below 300 μm s−1 were obtained when
using a Fluigent pump which had pressure fluctuations (pres-
sure ‘noise’) of ∼0.7 mbar. This shows the distinct advan-
tages of employing an integrated pressure divider network.
Observations of particles flowing in the detection region
showed that the average velocities of beads were close to the
theoretical maximum (Fig. S2†). Based on the flow profile
simulations (Fig. S2†), it was concluded that all the beads lie
within 3 μm distance of the channel midline for a 7.2 μm
height channel, suggesting tight focusing of cells in 3D.
Having established that a stable flow stream, we
optimised the conditions for switching the flow to either out-
let through simulation. For any given volumetric flow rate Qd
in the detection channel (e.g. 52 μL h−1 for a velocity of
100 μm s−1), the output pressures (Pw, Pc) can be changed in
such a way that Po was unchanged (Fig. 1B), and therefore
the flow could be switched to either output without disrup-
tion to the flow profile in the detection channel. The expres-
sions for the pressure at strategic points in the network for
the situation where all of the flow is directed to the waste
output (i.e. Pc = Po) are shown in Table 1. In practice, to
ensure that there was no flow from one outlet channel to
Table 1 Expressions used for chip design and simulation
Parametersa Expressionb Eqn
Rb, Rd, Rs, Rw
a (resistance of each channel) (1)
Po (pressure at junction O) Pc = Po (2)
Pc pressure at collection outlet Pc = Pd − QdRd (3)
Pw pressure at waste outlet Pw = Po − QdRw (4)
Pd pressure at the start of detection channel (5)
a Subscripts indicate the channels as illustrated in Fig. 1B: d – detection channel; s – sample channel; b – buffer channel, where Rb = (Rb1 +
Rb2)/2; c – channel between junction point O and the collection outlet; w – channel between the junction point O and the waster outlet.
b Where w, h and L in eqn (1) are the width, height and length of the channel respectively, ΔP is the pressure drop across the channel length,
Q is the volumetric flow rate (volume/time) and μ is the fluid density.
Table 2 Dimensions of a prototype device
Channels Length (mm) Width (μm) Height (μm)
Sample channel 37.5 15 7.2
Buffer channel 11 90 7.2
Detection channel 0.2 20 7.2
Output channel 73 15 7.2
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another, a small proportion of the detection channel flow
was directed to the outlet that was not selected by the pres-
sure switch. This required the pressure difference between
the outlets to be slightly less than that calculated using
eqn (1)–(5) in Table 1.
As shown in Fig. 2 and Video S1,† beads can be reliably
directed to alternate outlets every 0.5 seconds. The beads
(labelled as 1 and 2) in the outlet channels continue to move
towards their selected outlet regardless of which outlet is cur-
rently selected, removing the possibility of samples from the
waste channel being moved into the collection channel
caused by the switching process. The images between times
1.92 s and 2.63 s in Video S1† demonstrate that the velocities
of the beads in the detection channel (labelled as 3, 4, and 5)
were not affected by the pressure switching process. The ex-
cellent agreement between the simulation and experimental
results laid the foundation for automated operation.
Real-time spectra analysis for accurate classification
Essential for reliable and fast Raman based cell sorting is the
capability of fast and accurate classification of cells in situ.
However, differences in Raman spectra between target and
non-target cells are often subtle.50 This, in combination with
the inherent weakness of Raman signals and background
interference, impose significant barriers to accurate on-the-
fly identification of cells. To overcome these, real time classi-
fication of cells was carried out via programmed, multi-
parameter analysis of Raman spectra. To reduce processing
time, Raman spectra were directly read out from the CCD
chip and indexed by pixel number.
Using a carotenoid containing photosynthetic microorgan-
ism, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 as a model system together
with a stable isotope substrate (13C-bicarbonate) we can de-
tect the red shifts in carotenoid bands that are indicative of
active dissolved-CO2-fixing cells, denoted as
13C-cells (in con-
trast, cells grown in normal medium are denoted as 12C-
cells).31 Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 are 1–2 μm spherical cells
and were found not to adhere to the surface of the micro-
fluidic device. Fig. 3A shows the single cell Raman spectra of
dried 12C- and 13C-cells and Fig. 3B similar cells moving at
∼100 μm s−1 in the detection region. Comparison of the spec-
tra of dried cells (Fig. 3A) shows that the slight shifts of the
υ1 (1155 cm
−1) and υ2 (1516 cm
−1) bands are clearly discern-
able. For cells moving in the flow stream, additional peaks
are found in the spectra that arise from the PDMS chip (indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 3B). These can interfere with discrimi-
nating between cell types and had to be taken into account
when developing the on-the-fly signal processing routine
outlined below.
Notwithstanding the strong Raman peaks from PDMS
chip, we were able to use multiple parameters derived from
Raman spectra of cells (i.e. the υ1 and υ2 signatures, and the
baseline gradient due to the cell's autofluorescence – indi-
cated by the dotted line in Fig. 3A) in conjunction with noise
filtering methods to formulate a classification criteria. Statis-
tical analysis of spectra from cell populations (Fig. 3C and D)
allowed the thresholds of each parameter to be set for the
on-the-fly classification. For example, from Fig. 3B, it is clear
that the baseline gradient in a cell spectrum is much higher
than that in a spectrum of either PDMS or BG11 medium
(i.e. when a spectrum was acquired at a time when no cells
Fig. 2 Time-lapse images of switching fluorescent beads between the output channels. Switching frequency was at 2 Hz.
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were passing though the detection zone). The values of this
baseline gradient for a series of spectra collected from differ-
ent types of sample are presented in Fig. 3C. It is apparent
that the baseline gradients in cell spectra are generally
greater than 0.04 counts per pixel. In addition, processing
these spectra showed that the υ1 and υ2 peak positions for
the 12C and 13C cells fell into two clusters whereas there was
no correlation for PDMS or BG-11 spectra (Fig. 3D). Based on
this analysis, in the on-the-fly classification, first a lower
threshold of 0.0375 was set on the gradient parameter to
identify that the spectrum has come from a cell. Then, the
cell type was identified from the position of the υ1 and υ2
peaks using the criteria given in Table 3.
Integration for automated, programmable cell sorting
The outline of the whole sorting process is illustrated in
Fig. 4. To achieve automated and reliable operation, hard-
ware/software integration was developed using Labview that
gave reliable synchronization of Raman acquisition, real-time
signal processing and sorting. The workflow of the software
and its interface are shown in Fig. 5(I) and (II). The labels
A–E indicate each function and its corresponding interface in
the sorting process. Apart from the initial cell-loading step,
the whole process was run automatically based on pre-
defined classification criteria and operational parameters
(Fig. 5A–C in II). It should be noted that this program can be
Fig. 3 Criteria for cell classification. (A) Single cell Raman spectra of 12C- and 13C-containing Synechocystis PCC6803 cells dried on a glass side
(100 ms integration, single spectrum). The dotted line is indicative of the sloping baseline due to cell autofluorescence. (B) Representative Raman
spectra of single 12C and 13C-cells moving at 100 μm s−1 on chip (green and blue traces), the PDMS chip alone (black trace), and the PDMS chip
with BG11 medium (red trace). For clarity, each spectrum represents an average of five spectra collected using a 50 ms acquisition time and a low
pass filter. (C) Histograms showing how the value of the baseline gradient indicated in (A) differs for the four groups of spectra shown in (B) (for
clarity, gradients below 0.04 are plotted using the left hand Y-axis and gradients above 0.04 use the right hand Y-axis). (D) υ1 and υ2 peak positions
of the four groups, showing characteristic, tight clustering of 12C- and 13C-cells and the lack of correlation between υ1 and υ2 peaks in PDMS or
BG-11 spectra. The υ1 and υ2 peak positions were determined by finding the pixel with the maximum intensity within a specified range.
Table 3 Criteria for the on-the-fly classificationa
Type
υ1 peak position
(CCD pixel)
υ2 peak position υ2,
(CCD pixel)
Gradient 1
(counts per pixel)
12C cells 644 ≤ υ1 ≤ 659 414 ≤ υ2 ≤ 430 G1 ≥ 0.0375
13C cells 600 ≤ υ1 ≤ 643 400 ≤ υ2 ≤ 450 G1 ≥ 0.0375
a Positions on the CCD, values correspond to row numbers on a
pixelated CCD chip.
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easily modified to accommodate any selection criteria re-
quired for other applications. During the sorting, Raman
spectra are continuously acquired. If a spectrum meets the
sorting criteria, the programme triggers the pump (i.e. the
MFCS-1000 system) to switch the output pressures to direct
the flow to the collection channel. The collection channel is
then opened for a pre-programmed delay time (i.e. the
switching time, Fig. 5) before the flow is directed back to the
waste outlet.
Direct processing of CCD indexed signals enhanced the
speed of spectra analysis in real-time, and consequently en-
hanced the throughput of sorting (it also provides for greater
flexibility in programming to classify the signals using any
criteria, and thereby enhancing the capability for the differ-
entiation of complex samples on-line, which would otherwise
require off-line spectra analysis26,48). Notwithstanding this,
there is a hardware based delay before the switching actua-
tion can occur. In our system, this actuation delay consists of
∼120 ms for the analogue to digital conversion (ADC) time
on the CCD, and ∼200 ms for the physical switching of the
pump to be effective. This restricts the overall sorting rate to
around 2 Hz. In future a more responsive switching system,
implementation of faster ADC settings and reduction in the
mechanical compliance of the system will further improve
this performance.
To evaluate the efficiency of sorting, isolation of 13C cells
or 12C cells from mixtures containing both cells at different
ratios was carried out using a Raman acquisition time of 50
ms. To avoid cells being undetected during the “dead” ADC
delay time (i.e. 120 ms), the total cell density was diluted
(OD < 0.3) to give a sufficient gap between adjacent individ-
ual cells in the focussed flow stream. As shown in Fig. 6 and
Video S2,† cells were focused tightly into a single line and
passed the detection point in succession, with adjacent cells
spaced by more than 0.2 seconds.
When high sorting purity was required, a programmable
delay of 1500 ms was set to allow reliable physical switching
(i.e. ∼0.5 Hz sorting speed). The fully automated cell sorting
is shown in Video S3,† where single cell Raman spectra and
the total number of collected target cells were updated in
real-time on the user-friendly interface. To evaluate the
sorting accuracy, after sorting, Raman spectra of all the cells
in the collection channel (Fig. 7A) were collected for cell type
classification. To avoid ambiguity associated with manual in-
spection, correlation coefficients were calculated between the
spectrum of each cell and reference spectra for both 12C and
13C cell types. This provided a post-sorting means to deter-
mine the numbers of each cell type in the collection channel
and thus the efficiency and accuracy of the sorting method
(further details are provided in ESI† section 4). Using this
method it was found that isolation of 13C cells from a mix-
ture of 13% 13C cells and 87% 12C gave an average of 75.9%
Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of the experimental design. A stream of
cells were hydrodynamically focused in the detection channel for
continuous Raman acquisition; on-the-fly classification was carried out
to identify target cells and was immediately followed by alternating the
pressures applied to the waste and collection channels, to direct the
target cells to the collection chamber. Integrated software was devel-
oped to synchronize and automate all the operations.
Fig. 5 (I) A flow chart of the integration software. (II) A screenshot of
the software running panel. Letters A to E correlate the functions of
each step in (I) with settings shown in panel (II). The panel shows the
detection of a target 13C cell and the resulting changing of the
software to change the pressure to the collecting setting, to redirect
the target cell to the collection channel.
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13C cells in the collection channel, which is around a six fold
enrichment (Fig. 7B, total collected cell number = 79, Table
S2, Fig. S4†). Similarly, isolation of 12C cells from 12.5 ± 3.5%
12C cells in mixed populations (three independent experi-
ments) gave an average of 82.24 ± 4.1% 12C in the collection
(total collected cell number = 289).
Close observations of the sorting process suggested that
the less than perfect enrichment was mainly due to the oc-
currence of the majority cell type in the immediate vicinity of
a targeted cell at the point at which the sorting occurs. Statis-
tically, the frequency of such occurrence is in inverse rela-
tionship to the initial concentration of the targeted cells in a
population. Therefore, a simple way to achieve higher purity
is to increase initial concentration of the targeted cells. As
expected, isolation of 12C from a mixture of 45% 12C cells
and 55% 13C cells gave a purity of 96.3% 12C cells in the col-
lection (total collected cell number = 109, Fig. 7C). Together,
these results suggest that a two-stage enrichment can be an
effective way to obtain high purity of targeted cells that are
initially of low abundance in a population.
Conclusions
We have developed an automated RACS system, which dem-
onstrates the capability of continuous and “trap-free” cell
sorting in flow based on intrinsic Raman signals. High accu-
racy sorting of 96.3% was achieved, as a result of reliable syn-
chronisation of Raman signal acquisition, real-time identifi-
cation and cell sorting. Currently, the sorting speed of 2 Hz
is mainly due to the actuation delay of the external
Fig. 6 Time-lapse images showing continuous delivery of individual cells to the detection point. The gap between cells 1 and 2 is approximately
0.4 seconds.
Fig. 7 Sorting efficiency. (A) Optical image of sorted cells in the collection channel. Arrows indicate cells. (B) Raman spectra of 79 cells in the
collection channel sorted from an initial 13% 13C-cells in the mixture. The purity of the selected 13C-cells is 75.9%. (C) Raman spectra of 109 cells
in the collection channel sorted from an initial 45% 12C-cells in the mixture. The purity of the selected 12C-cells was 96.3%.
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components used (pump and CCD), providing scope for fur-
ther improvement in throughput. Importantly, because this
approach utilises simple hydrodynamic focusing and a switch
mechanism, it removes any dependence on the physical prop-
erties of the cells or medium involved in a “trapping”
method, and will offer great advantages to isolate cells from
a complex community and in their native biological fluid.
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